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More than a decade after the explosion of supernova 1987A, unresolved discrepancies still remain
in attempts to numerically simulate the mixing processes initiated by the passage of a very strong
shock through the layered structure of the progenitor star. Numerically computed velocities of the
radioactive56Ni and 56Co, produced by shock-induced explosive burning within the silicon layer,
for example, are still more than 50% too low as compared with the measured velocities. To resolve
such discrepancies between observation and simulation, an experimental testbed has been designed
on the Omega Laser for the study of hydrodynamic issues of importance to supernovae~SNe!. In
this paper, results are presented from a series of scaled laboratory experiments designed to isolate
and explore several issues in the hydrodynamics of supernova explosions. The results of the
experiments are compared with numerical simulations and are generally found to be in reasonable

















































In February of 1987, a spectacular burst of light fro
supernova~SN! 1987A was first observed, subsequently ge
erating an enormous wealth of observational data on
phenomenon. These observations strongly suggested tha
tensive mixing of the inner layers into the outer layers of
progenitor star had occurred. This material mixing was in
cated by several forms of observation. X-ray emission fr
56Ni and 56Co, generated in the shock-induced explos
burning within the silicon layer, was observed at about
months,1–3 whereas one-dimensional spherically symme
cal numerical simulations predicted observation at appro
mately one year.4,5 The peak velocities of56Co were ob-
served to be well in excess of 3000 km/s.6,7 Early two-
dimensional numerical simulations, by compariso
produced peak velocities of less than 2000 km/s.8–12 As ini-
tially shown by Chevalier,13 the dominant mechanisms re
sponsible for the mixing in all of these simulations are t
Rayleigh–Taylor ~RT!14,15 and Richtmyer–Meshkov
~RM!16,17 instabilities. More recent and extensive tw
dimensional~2D! simulations,18 beginning just after core
bounce, initially find very large velocities~up to 4000 km/s!
of the newly created Fe group elements, but after imp
with the reverse shock at the He-H interface, the veloci
are again decelerated to a value below 2000 km/s. Thus
discrepancy between observation and simulation persists
A number of possible explanations for these discrep
cies are under active exploration. More detailed 2D simu
tions of the pre-existing convectively driven structure at
edge of the oxygen layer19–21 have been performed to bette

















quantify the level of the initial perturbations. The mixin
which results from shock propagation through this lay
however, was still found insufficient to explain the observ
tions. For single-mode perturbations, three-dimensional
fects are known from theoretical, numerical, and experim
tal work to increase the mixing over 2D perturbations.22–25
Initial 3D simulations of the SN mixing problem,12,26 how-
ever, still underpredict the material velocities.
Two possibilities exist for resolving this problem. Th
first possibility is that the assumptions underlying previo
numerical simulations are incorrect or contain incompl
physics. An example is the recent work of Khokhlovet al.27
which brings the additional effects of rotation and magne
fields into the problem. The resulting collapse launche
highly asymmetric explosion with bipolar jets and the form
tion of bow shocks and Mach disks and demonstrates tha
assumption of spherical symmetry may be incorrect. T
second possibility is that existing computer models may
incorrectly calculating the hydrodynamic evolution of th
system. All numerical methods necessarily include appro
mations in the underlying equations. Different schemes
different orders of accuracy, employ nonphysical artific
viscosities to assure stability of the calculations, and,
spherical geometry, can suffer from vanishing metrics18,26
and grid-induced numerical instability.18,28Numerical results
often agree at the largest scales of motion, but can di
strongly at smaller scales~ ee, for example, Refs. 29, 30!. In
an effort to address this second possibility, laboratory exp
ments have been initiated31–35to provide a set of benchmar
data with which to validate the performance of astrophysi
codes.
The purpose of the present paper is twofold. The fi
goal is to establish the range of phenomena relevant to






























































2447Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 5, May 2001 An experimental testbed . . .laser facility. To that end, we present initial results from
series of scaled laboratory experiments designed to iso
and explore four separate issues of relevance to SN mix
The first experiment explores the effects of spherical div
gence on the instability evolution. The second studies
possibility of coupling between two spatially separated int
faces. The third compares and quantifies the difference
tween instability growth in two and three dimensions. F
nally, the fourth begins to look at the evolution of a
interface of more complicated modal content. The sec
goal of this work is to serve as a first rough assessment o
validity of numerical codes used for the simulation of sup
nova hydrodynamics. For each experiment, comparisons
made with numerical simulation, and the implications a
relevance to the SN mixing problem are assessed.
II. SCALING ISSUES
Conner and Taylor,36 and more recently Ryutov
et al.,37,38 presented general scaling relations that govern
validity of laboratory scale experiments designed to replic
hydrodynamic phenomena occurring in astrophysical s
tems. The essential idea discussed in these papers is th
lowing. In any system where dissipative processes due
viscosity, thermal conductivity, and radiative transport a
small in comparison with the inertial transport terms, t
equations of motion governing the evolution of the plas
reduce to the Euler equations. If, in addition, the plas
equation of state can be described as a polytropic gas
p;rg ~whereg is the adiabatic index!, then the Euler equa
tions are scale invariant provided that the parame
(L/t)/(P/r)1/2 remains constant. HereL, t, P, andr are char-
acteristic length, time, pressure, and density scales of
system, respectively. Any two systems for which this para
eter has the same value and which have the same in
conditions will then evolve in an identical manner.
An example of such a scaling from the astrophysica
the laboratory scale is shown in Fig. 1. Figure 1 compa
the numerically simulated interface velocity histories of t
SN He-H interface computed using the astrophysi
codePROMETHEUS9 with that of a scaled laboratory exper
ment computed using the one-dimensional radiati
hydrodynamics codeHYADES.39 Full details of the experi-
FIG. 1. Comparison of the SN He-H interface velocity~PROMETHEUSsimu-






























ment will be given in Sec. IV. For the present discussion
scaling issues, we simply note the essential elements of
experimental setup. The more dense He layer in the SN
genitor is simulated in the experiment with a hemispheri
shell of polystyrene~CH! with a densityr51.37 g/cm3. The
surrounding H layer is simulated with a low density~r50.1
g/cm3! carbon foam. In the Omega experiment, a stro
shock is driven through the interface between these two
terials by laser radiation. Passage of this shock through
interface initially accelerates the interface generat
Richtmyer–Meshkov instability. The surrounding H~carbon
foam! envelope then subsequently decelerates the interf
As is seen, the temporal evolution of both systems is qu
similar. If the initial conditions of the interface~i.e., pertur-
bation wavelengths and amplitudes! are also scaled, then th
resulting evolution of any instabilities will also evolve in
similar manner.
III. CONFIGURATION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL
TESTBED
The experiments are conducted on the Omega Lase
the Laboratory for Laser Energetics~LLE!, University of
Rochester.40–43 Figure 2 shows an illustration of the gener
experimental setup common to all four of the Omega exp
ments discussed in this report. The target package dif
from experiment to experiment. The specific details of ea
target will be given in Sec. IV.
The strong shock conditions of interest are achieved
directing either six beams~divergent experiment! or ten
beams~all other experiments! with a nominal measured en
ergy of 420–500 J/beam~again experiment dependent! at a
laser wavelength of 0.351mm on to the target. Each beam
has a super-Gaussian spatial intensity profile defined
I /I 05exp@2(r/412mm)#
4.7. The combined spatial profile o
all drive beams also follows this profile, withI 05(5 – 9)
31014W/cm2. The intensity is reasonably constant over
central diameter of 600mm, and falls off by about 10% by
800mm. The typical diameter of the targets, by compariso
c-
FIG. 2. 3D CAD drawing of the experimental configuration showing t
target package and x-ray backlighter foil with the Omega beams used










































































2448 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 5, May 2001 Robey et al.is 800mm. Since considerable laser energy extends later
beyond the diameter of the target packages, a shield~either
Au or Be! with an outer diameter of 2.5 mm and an inn
aperture of 440mm ~divergent! or 950mm ~planar! was used
to delay the propagation of a shock around the sides of
target. This proved to be successful in generating b
spherical shock propagation through a hemispherical cap
as well as planar shock propagation for the planar targ
For all experiments, the temporal pulse is nominally flat w
a duration of 1 ns. The strength of the shock generated
this laser drive is quite strong, with initial pressures as
termined from a one-dimensionalHYADES simulation of ap-
proximately 50 Mbars.
The evolution of the instability at interfaces within th
targets was diagnosed with x-rays generated by directing
additional seven Omega beams onto a thin backlighter
located 4 mm from the center of the target, as shown in F
2. These beams, driven by a separate oscillator, were del
in time relative to the drive beams by up to 100 ns to obse
the instability evolution at late times. The contrast genera
by differential absorption of the backlighter x-rays by t
target materials was imaged with a gated framing camer44
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. The effect of spherical divergence
In order to investigate the effect of spherical divergen
on the evolution of instability at an interface, we use targ
consisting of a hemispherical shell of 3% Ge-doped polys
rene ~CH! with a densityr51.37 g/cm3 surrounded by a
volume of lower density foam. The capsule inner diame
~ID! is nominally 440mm, and the outer diameter~OD! is
660 mm, giving a shell thickness of approximately 110mm.
The capsule is embedded within a cylinder of carboniz
resorcinol formaldehyde~CRF!, a porous foam with density
r50.1 g/cm3. The CRF cylinder measures 1500mm in diam-
eter by 1500mm in length. An initial ‘‘two-dimensional’’
perturbation is imposed on the outer surface of the CH~Ge!
capsule. The perturbation, produced by laser ablation, h
wavelengthl570 mm and a peak-to-valley amplitude o
aP/V510mm. The ripples form parallel grooves in the out
CH~Ge! surface with the crests aligned parallel with the
agnostic line of sight. Five cycles of the perturbation a
included covering a projected square area of 350mm3350
mm on the hemispherical surface. Figure 3~a! shows an illus-
tration of the geometry of the perturbed hemisphere. T
geometry provides a clear, well-defined side-on view of
ripple amplitude for back illuminated radiography. The d
advantage is that the perturbation is fully three-dimensio
with two-dimensional ripples imposed on a spherical surf
and is therefore difficult to simulate numerically.
Figure 3 shows experimental radiographs of the insta
ity evolution obtained with a Sc backlighter foil generatin
4.3 keV He-a x-rays. In Fig. 3~b! an unperturbed capsule
shown at t513.6 ns as a reference case. The experim
magnification is fairly low~43! in order to obtain a large
enough field of view to observe the shape of the entire
panding capsule. The capsule shell is shown to remain in





























laser drive is sufficiently uniform. By comparison with th
initial capsule position, the shell radius has expanded
R/R052.7, and the capsule thickness has decreased to
proximately half its initial value. The expanded capsu
shape is seen to be very nearly spherical as well. The sph
cal shock is also seen in the image just outside the expan
shell.
Figure 3~c! shows the corresponding image at the sa
time, t513.6 ns, for a capsule with al570 mm and nominal
aP/V510mm perturbation. Again, the radial divergence fa
tor is 2.7. The wavelength of the perturbation grows by
identical factor. The magnification for this image was i
creased to 83 to better reveal the details of the perturbati
evolution. At this magnification, one can now clearly see
full extent of the perturbation and its proximity to the shoc
The shape of the perturbed interface shows rather br
bubbles and spikes, more characteristic of a much lower
wood number flow. The reason for this is attributed to t
proximity of the shock, which effectively acts as a rig
boundary suppressing growth of the CH~Ge! spikes relative
to the growth of the foam bubbles. This result can be co
pared with an equivalent planar interface, as shown in F
3~d!, where a 108mm thick planar layer of 4.3% Br-doped
CH was accelerated with a nominally identical drive into t
same 0.1 g/cm3 CRF. Although the observation time is th
same in Figs. 3~c! and 3~d!, several distinct differences ar
observed between the spherically diverging and the pla
cases. The wavelength remains much closer to the initi
imposed wavelength in the planar case, although there is
some divergence due to shock diffraction effects. The sh
of the spikes is also observed to be significantly more el
gated with more pronounced ‘‘mushroom caps.’’ The sho
in this case is seen to be somewhat further from the interf
as well.
Numerical simulations of this experiment were pe
formed with a 2D Arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian radiatio
hydrodynamics code~CALE45!. Since an extensive discussio
FIG. 3. ~a! Schematic illustration of the divergent experiments;~b! experi-
mental radiograph of an unperturbed capsule~43 magnification,t513 ns!;
~c! radiograph of a perturbed capsule withl570 mm, aP-V510mm
~83 magnification,t513 ns!; ~d! radiograph of an equivalent planar targ
























































2449Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 5, May 2001 An experimental testbed . . .of the numerical simulation of these experiments is given
Drakeet al.46 for the divergent experiments and Kaneet al.47
for the planar experiments, we confine our discussion her
the results of the simulations. Figure 4 shows a plot of
amplitude of the perturbation fort513 ns and 18 ns for both
the spherically diverging and the planar experiments. T
result of the 2D numerical simulation is shown as well. T
agreement of the numerical simulation and the experime
measurements is seen to be quite good for the divergen
periment. This is perhaps somewhat surprising since the
CALE simulations employ a cylindrically symmetrical pertu
bation ~a ‘‘bulls-eye’’ pattern!, as opposed to the truly 3D
perturbation geometry of the experiment.
For the planar case, the simulation overpredicts the m
sured value by approximately 20%. The most likely sou
of this discrepancy is in the experimental measurement of
perturbation amplitude. As seen in Fig. 3~b!, the location of
the radiographically opaque spike tips is very clearly
solved. The full extent of the transparent bubbles, howe
is not well resolved. Since the diagnostic is looking throu
1500mm of doped plastic, and there is a slight divergence
the interface, we cannot accurately measure the full exten
the bubbles. Future experiments will employ a radiograp
tracer layer ~to be described in the next section! which
greatly improves this type of measurement. For the pres
however, we note that in both the experiments and sim
tions, the instability growth is significantly reduced in sphe
cally divergent geometry. This is primarily due to the i
crease in the perturbation wavelength as noted earlier,
also possibly by the proximity of the shock, which is o
served to be much closer to the spike tips in the diverg
experiment as compared to the planar case. Additional
periments are being planned to quantify this effect of sh
proximity in reducing perturbation growth rates.
B. Coupling between interfaces
The second experiment considers the enhancemen
mixing due to coupling between spatially separated in
faces. Coupling can occur either by the impact of struct
from a previous interface,26 or as is investigated here, by th
propagation of a perturbed shock originating from the p
sage through a previously perturbed interface.
Figure 5~a! shows an exploded view of the target us
for the experiments. In order to approximate the decreas
FIG. 4. Comparison of peak-to-valley amplitude of interface instability




























radial density profile of a star, a target is prepared wh
consists of a series of layers of decreasing density mou
within a Be shock tube. The presence of the shock tube
proves the planarity of the experiment by decreasing the
eral expansion of the target materials. The shock tube ha
OD of 1100mm and an ID of 800mm. Beginning at the lase
drive end, the target consists of a 10mm polystyrene ablator
layer ~r51.05 g/cm3! followed by a 90mm Cu layer~r58.9
g/cm3!, a 150mm polyimide layer~r51.41 g/cm3!, with the
remainder of the target filled with a low density CRF foa
~r50.1 g/cm3!. Embedded within the polyimide layer is
radiographically opaque tracer strip of 4.3% brominat
polystyrene. The tracer layer measures 75mm in the direc-
tion along the Be tube, and is 200mm wide along the diag-
nostic line-of-sight direction. The density of this CH~Br!
layer ~r51.42 g/cm3! is nearly identical to that of the sur
rounding polyimide. When viewed in side-illuminated rad
ography, nearly all of the contrast comes from this opaq
tracer layer, allowing visualization of the shock-imprinte
structure at interface 2 over only the central 200mm of the
target. This helps to eliminate wall effects that are inheren
such an integrated line-of-sight diagnostic.48 A perturbation
of wavelengthl5200 mm and amplitudeaP/V530mm is
pre-imposed at the Cu-polyimide interface. The perturbat
at this interface grows due to Rayleigh–Taylor a
Richtmyer–Meshkov instabilities, but the focus of this e
periment is on the possibility of imprinting a perturbation
the second initially unperturbed interface.
The target is driven by ten beams of the Omega la
with a measured average energy of 420 J/beam in a 1 ns
pulse at a laser wavelength of 0.351mm. For ten beams
overlapped at target chamber center, the peak intensit
-
FIG. 5. ~a! Schematic illustration of the interface coupling experiments;~b!
experimental radiographs att539 and 65 ns;~c! 2D PROMETHEUSsimulated






















































































2450 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 5, May 2001 Robey et al.8.931014W/cm2. A 75 mm thick, 2.5 mm diameter beryl
lium shield with a central aperture of 950mm diameter is
mounted at the front of the target. The average intensity
cident on the CH ablator over this central aperture is
31014W/cm2. The strength of the resulting shock by th
time it impacts the Cu-CH interface as determined from
one-dimensionalHYADES simulation is approximately 10
Mbars.
The evolution of both the instability at the Cu/polyimid
interface and the shock-imprinted perturbation at
CH~Br!/CRF interface were diagnosed with 6.7 keV x-ra
from a 12mm thick Fe backlighter foil located 4 mm from
the center of the target. The diagnostic beams were dela
relative to the drive beams by up to 91 ns to observe
instability evolution at late times. Figure 5~b! shows the ex-
perimental radiographs obtained att539 and 65 ns after the
drive beams. The shock propagation direction is upward
the figure. Growth of the perturbation at the Cu-CH interfa
is clearly seen as the three black spikes~Cu! interpenetrating
the bubbles of polyimide at the bottom of each image.
partial fourth Cu spike is also visible at the left of the imag
This spike is highly distorted due to the presence of la
vortices at the wall of the tube. Such wall vortices, genera
by the interaction of reflected waves and boundary layer
the shock tube walls, are also observed in conventional
dynamic shock tubes as is discussed in Brouillette
Bonnaza.48 The dark region located above the Cu spikes
the brominated CH tracer layer. An imprinted perturbation
opposite phase is clearly seen at the interface between
layer and the shocked foam. The separation between the
interfaces was deliberately designed to generate this p
reversal of the imprinted perturbation in order to distingu
it from any possible imprinting that might arise from th
growth of structure at the first interface. Att565 ns, the
instability at both interfaces has continued to evolve, mu
of the growth at the first interface~Cu-CH! being due to the
rarefaction wave reflected from the second interface.
The results from 2D numerical simulations using the
trophysical codePROMETHEUSare shown at the same time
as the experimental images. The agreement is seen t
excellent. The magnitude, phase, and shape of the impri
structure at the second interface are all very similar at b
times. There is a small difference in the fourth distorted
spike as the wall vortex in the experimental image is som
what larger than in the simulation. Small differences can a
be observed concerning secondary structure on both the
spikes and the roll-up of CH~Br! at the second interface at 6
ns. The resolution of the data is insufficient to provide
comparison with the simulations concerning such fine str
ture. As with the previous experiment, we conclude that
code does a very good job of simulating the phenomeno
shock imprinting.
While this experiment is useful for benchmarking co
performance, it differs in one important regard from the S
problem. The possibility of imprinting by a rippled shoc
depends very strongly on the density profile through wh
the shock propagates. In our experiment, the shock pro


































second interface. As is well known, planar shock propa
tion through constant density materials with an adiabatic
dexg.1.2 is stable.49,50~For g,1.2, however, instability has
been shown by theory,51 numerical simulation,52 and
experiment53 to be possible in self-similar adiabatic bla
wave profiles.! In the supernova, the value of the adiaba
index in the vicinity of the He-H interface falls in the rang
4/3,g,5/3 as shown by Mu¨ller et al.,10 and thin-shell blast
wave instabilities will not play a role. The decreasing rad
density profile in the star, by contrast, is significant and c
cause portions of the shock located radially further from
center to propagate faster than regions located closer to
center. Thus shocks can be unstable in a decreasing de
profile. This problem has been analyzed by Chevalier54,55 for
an exponentially decaying density profile and by Sariet al.56
for power law profilesr;r 2v, wherev.3. In both cases,
shock instability was shown to be possible for perturbatio
whose wavelength is much longer than the scale hei
overstable for more moderate values of the wavelength,
stable for small wavelengths.
For shock imprinting to occur, we do not require inst
bility of the shock, but merely a small enough decay rate
some perturbation to survive to the second interface. An
act comparison of the possibility of shock coupling in S
1987A, for example, would require a stability analysis of t
spatially varying density profile of that particular progenit
star. From the general form of the stability analyses
Chevalieret al. and Sariet al., however, it can be conclude
that shock imprinting will most likely occur for the longes
wavelength perturbations. This leads one to consider,
mentioned in Sec. I, the possibility of nonsymmetrical exp
sion scenarios with very low mode-number azimuthal pert
bations. The jet mechanism of Khokhlov27 is an extreme case
of such a low mode-number perturbation.
C. The effect of dimensionality „2D vs 3D …
We turn now to the role of dimensionality in the inst
bility evolution. As mentioned earlier, nearly all simulation
to date have been performed in 2D, the only exceptions
ing those in Refs. 12 and 26. It is well known from simp
buoyancy-drag models23 that single-mode perturbatio
growth in three dimensions is greater than in two. The ad
tional mixing arising in a three-dimensional flow could be
potential candidate to explain the SN mixing problem.
order to quantify the contribution of dimensionality, expe
ments with two equivalent targets have been conducted. B
targets consist of a 108mm thick layer of 4.3% brominated
polystyrene followed by a 1500mm long cylinder of CRF.
The densities of the two materials are the same as used
viously. The only difference between the two targets is in
perturbation imposed at the interface, as shown in Figs. 6~a!,
6~b!. The 2D target contains a single sinusoidal perturbat
of wavelength 50mm and peak-to-valley amplitude of 5mm.
The 3D target contains a perturbation with two orthogo
sinusoids, both of wavelength 71mm and overall amplitude
5 mm. The perturbations were chosen such that the w
number magnitude is the same for each giving identical R




















































2451Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 5, May 2001 An experimental testbed . . .Experimental radiographs obtained using 4.7 keV x-ra
from a Ti backlighter foil are shown in Figs. 6~c! for the 2D
target and 6~d! for the 3D target. For both of these targets,
radiographic tracer layer was used, so the images give
integrated differential x-ray absorption through 1500mm of
CH~Br!. The target alignment is obviously quite good as t
images are looking along 2D ridges 30 times longer than
imposed wavelength of 50mm. The lack of a radiographic
tracer tends to obscure the full extent of the bubbles of
lower density foam, however. From these images, then,
are only able to obtain information concerning the extent
the spikes of denser material.
A measure of the difference in growth is obtained fro
Figs. 6~c!, 6~d! by comparing the distance between the sp
tips and the shock. The relevant dimensions from each
periment are given in Table I. The average measured d
energy per beam is within 5% for the two shots. Using eit
the theoretically predicted scaling57 for the ablation pressure
(P;I 2/3) or the experimentally measured value58,59 (P
;I 0.8), combined with the fact that the velocity scales as
square root of the pressure, the difference in interface vel
ties should be less than 2%. From the measured positio
the reference grids, the shock locations in each case
within 10 mm, which is of order of the experimental erro
The distance of the spike tips relative to the shock refere
is 84 mm for the 2D case and 70mm for the 3D case, indi-
cating that the 3D spikes have grown approximately 2
more.
FIG. 6. Schematic illustration of~a! 2D and~b! 3D interface perturbation;
~c! experimental radiograph of 2D interface at 13 ns;~d! experimental ra-
diograph of 3D interface at 13 ns.
TABLE I. Experiment parameters for the 2D vs 3D comparison.
Parameter 2D 3D
Drive energy/beam~J! 534.2 505.9
CH~Br! layer thickness~mm! 156 161
Downstream grid position~mm! 791 732
Shock position~mm! 757 767
Spike position~mm! 673 697
















A numerical simulation of this particular experiment h
not yet been performed. We can compare with previous
merical studies of similar geometries, however. In Ka
t al.,26 for example, the growth of perturbations at the He
interface of SN 1987A was studied using thePROMETHEUS
code. Their numerical results also show an increase in
spike growth in 3D over that in 2D, although their increa
was approximately 30% as compared with the 20% obser
in the present experiments. Their conclusion with regard
the SN mixing problem, however, was that even a 30%
crease in the extent of the mixing region was insufficient
explain the observations of SN 1987A. The same conclus
pertains to the present experimental results as well.
D. The effect of modal content „two-mode experiment …
A final experiment was conducted to begin to explo
the evolution of a more complicated interfacial structu
Thus far, we have only investigated single-mode interfa
perturbations. In the SN mixing problem, however, the int
face is almost certain to be fully turbulent. A first step t
ward such an interface structure is to introduce two mo
which, through nonlinear mode coupling, will then begin
generate additional modes in the spectrum, eventually p
ducing a fully turbulent flow.
The configuration for this experiment is very similar
that just described for the previous 2D experiment with
radiographic tracer layer. The only difference was in the
terface perturbation. Two sinusoidal modes with wav
lengths of l1560mm and l2540mm with initial ampli-
tudes of 1.5 and 1.0mm, respectively, were machined on
the interface. Figure 7~a! shows an illustration of the ma
chined surface. A lineout through the surface is given in F
7~b!. An experimental radiograph obtained using 4.7 k
x-rays from a Ti backlighter is shown in Fig. 7~c! for t
513 ns. The simulated radiograph from the correspond
CALE simulation, at the same time, is shown in Fig. 7~d!. The
interface structure is considerably more complicated than
the single-mode perturbation. Structure is very evident a
FIG. 7. ~a! Schematic illustration of the two-mode interface perturbatio
~b! 1D lineout through the interface;~c! experimental radiograph of the

































































2452 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 5, May 2001 Robey et al.wavelength of 120mm, which is generated from the nonlin
ear interaction ofk12k2 modal components. Agreement b
tween the experiment and theCALE simulation is very good,
with the exception of the forward shock position, which
about 50mm ahead in theCALE simulation. Both the ampli-
tude and general morphology of the interface structure
seen to be very well reproduced in the simulation. Fut
experiments of this type will be directed toward the cont
ued evolution of the interface spectrum in order to mo
closely recreate the mixing conditions encountered in a
explosion.
V. CONCLUSION
We have reported the results from a wide series of sca
laser experiments designed to test the validity of numer
codes used for the simulation of astrophysical phenom
such as supernova explosions. The need for such a valida
stems from the rather long-standing discrepancy between
servations and numerical simulation of SN 1987A. The
periments conducted thus far serve two purposes. They h
helped to establish the range of phenomena relevant to
supernova mixing problem that can be addressed on a
facility. Problems involving spherical divergence, multip
interfaces, three-dimensional and multi-mode interfa
could be studied in conventional gas-dynamic shock tub
but not at the strong shock conditions of interest to as
physics.
These experiments also serve as a first rough assess
of the validity of numerical codes used for the simulation
supernova hydrodynamics. To the level and resolut
probed thus far, we find the result of numerical simulation
be in general agreement with the experiments. With
provement in the magnification and spatial resolution t
have been recently demonstrated on laser experiments,60 we
expect to be able to improve these results to the point tha
can begin to differentiate between the results of differ
codes.
Having established a capability for performing releva
scaled experiments in the strong shock regime of interest
can now begin to extend the range of problems and phy
that can be addressed. The recent work of Khokhlov,
example, suggests that the supernova mixing problem
be far from spherical, with strong polar jets and Mach dis
accelerating the inner layers to velocities high enough
explain the observations. Having established that relativ
clean spherically divergent experiments may be perform
one can now begin to alter the experimental geometry
address the physics introduced by aspherical explosions
hope to be able to use this testbed to continue to address
ideas as they are introduced in the astrophysical commu
and to provide benchmark data to augment observat
theory, and numerical modeling.
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